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The story of the most terrifying case of demonic possession in the United States. It became the
basis for the hit film The Haunting in Connecticut starring Virginia Madsen. Shortly after moving into
their new home, the Snedeker family is assaulted by a sinister presence that preys one-by-one on
their family. Exhausting all other resources, they call up the world-renowned demonologists Ed and
Lorraine Warren who have never encountered a case as frightening as this... No one had warned
the Snedekers their new house used to be an old funeral home. Their battle with an inexplicable and
savage phenomena had only just begun. What started as a simple poltergeist escalated into a
full-scale war, an average American family battling the deepest, darkest forces of evil a war this
family could not afford to lose.
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I found a copy of this book a couple of years ago after watching the documentary version of it, "A
Haunting In Connecticut" on the Discovery Channel. The TV show was one of the scariest I'd seen,
and the book tracks the film pretty closely.The premise of the book is that the Snedeker family
needs to move closer to where the oldest son, Stephen, is being treated for cancer. The family
thinks they have found the answer to their prayers when they find a large home that has just been
remodeled that is being leased for a very reasonable price. However, they soon learn the reason for
the bargain. The house is a former funeral home. However, with the expense of the son's cancer

treatment weighing heavily on the family budget, the Snedekers are unable to afford breaking their
lease and moving to yet another house. According to the book, demons invade their domicile - or
they invade the demon's domicile, depending on how you look at it - until the supernatural
detectives, the Warrens, are called in and with the help of an exorcism, restore peace to the
household.Just as much as fright, though, I felt a great deal of anger at the Snedekers as parents.
For one thing, Mr. Snedeker seems to believe that the size of his electricity bill is more important
than the mental health of a child recovering from cancer since he removes all of the light bulbs from
the basement bedroom so that Stephen can no longer sleep with the lights on. Then he forces the
boy to continue sleeping in this bedroom in spite of his tales of horror of being tormented by
apparitions coming from the former embalming room adjacent to his basement bedroom. He does
this in spite of the fact that he and his wife have both personally been the victims of attacks and
witnesses of various manifestations of the house's spirits.
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